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Abstract— In biomagnetic inverse problem, the estimated
signal source distribution is practically required to provide
with sharpness, smoothness, bias-free, high resolution, etc.
Some of the requirements conflict each other. We propose the
newly developed biomagnetic signal source estimation method,
the minimum leadfield-variance beamformer (MLVB) with the
voxel-wise orthonormal leadfield (VWOL) for compromising
the requirements. This method consists of two techniques:
VWOL) leadfields are reconstructed for orthonormalization
both in signal source space and in MEG data space; and MLVB)
the minimum variance beamformer (MVB) is modified with
the covariance matrix based on forward model. Simulation
was performed for evaluating MLVB with VWOL and for
comparing with the weighted minimum L2 norm (WMN) solu-
tion and the standardized low resolution brain electromagnetic
tomography (sLORETA) solution. MLVB with VWOL solution
was shaper and smoother than WMN solution, and moreover
was bias-free. However, MLVB with VWOL dose not produce
feasible solutions. Although MLVB with VWOL solution is
quite similar to sLORETA solution, MLVB with VWO is apt to
slightly emphasize the resolution of the estimated signal source
distribution comparing with sLORETA solution. On the other
hand, VWOL itself, a modified leadfields, can be used with
other biomagnetic inverse techniques.

Keywords—biomagnetic inverse problem, leadfield, magnetoen-
cephalography, minimum norm estimation, minimum variance
beamformer, standardized low resolution brain electromagnetic
tomography.

I. Introduction
Magnetoencephalography (MEG) is one of the most im-

portant instrumentation modality for noninvasive brain imag-
ing. MEG can detect magnetic field produced by electrophys-
iological neural activity in the brain as vector time series at
many sites over the head. How to process the MEG vector
time series is important issue, in which many signal pro-
cessing aspects are included. Biomagnetic inverse problem,
or signal source estimation, is one of the mainstreams in the
field. It is to estimate the neuronal activity from the MEG
activity. This problem is, however, essentially illposed, so
that much effort has been taken so far.

Linear discrete inverse is a modeling of the biomagnetic
inverse problem. Linear relationship lies from spatially dis-
cretized signal source activity vector time series, or current
dipole activity vector time series, to the MEG vector time
series. The MEG vector produced by a discretized signal

source having unit amplitude is called leadfield. The leadfield
matrix, which is a forward model in mathematical sense,
includes the leadfields at all discretized signal sources as
columns. This situation well fits discrete inverse theory. The
discrete inverse theory is well studied [1]. The linear discrete
inverse problem also fits adaptive array signal processing;
e.g. estimation of direction of arrival (DOA). The adaptive
array signal processing is also well studied [2],[3]. The most
significant characteristic of the biomagnetic linear discrete
inverse is underdeterminedness; i.e. no unique solution can
be obtained without appropriate constraints.

Minimum L2 norm solution was first applied to the
biomagnetic linear discrete inverse [4]. The minimum L2

norm solution has a bias to signal sources located near
MEG detectors. Normalization of the leadfields, which plays
a roll of weighting of the signal sources, can overcome
the bias with the minimum L1 norm solution [5],[6]. The
normalization has also the similar effect on the minimum
L2 norm solution. Other weights were proposed in re-
spect of combining other instrumentation modalities such as
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) [7],[8] and
of smoothing the estimated signal source distribution [9].
Weighting the minimum L2 norm solution for standardizing,
namely standardized low resolution brain electromagnetic
tomography (sLORETA), was also proposed [10].

The minimum variance beamformer (MVB), which is
called the Capon’s method in adaptive array signal pro-
cessing, was also applied to the biomagnetic linear discrete
inverse [11]-[13]. MVB is generated by minimization of
MEG power with a leadfield constraint, and hence it depends
on the covariance matrix of MEG vector time series. In
application to cellular communication apart from that to the
biomagnetic inverse problem, MVB can estimate relatively
sharp DOA and then can extract the desired signal source
activity if the signal source activities have no correlation
each other. No correlation of signal source activities can
be, unfortunately, expected for the neural activities. The
influence of the covariance matrix reflecting the signal source
correlation is, thus, a matter of concern in the community
of biomagnetic inverse problem [12],[14].

In this paper, we propose a biomagnetic linear discretized
inverse method merging the above methods.
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II. Method

A. Voxel-Wise Orthonormal Leadfield (VWOL)

A noise-free MEG generation model is described as fol-
lows. Assume that the brain is spatially discretized by P vox-
els and that each voxel has three orthonormal current dipoles.
Let sp[n] = [s3p−2[n] s3p−1[n] s3p[n]]T, (p = 1, 2, · · · , P)
be the current dipole activity in pth voxel. Consider only
sq[·], (q = 1, 2, · · · , 3P) is activated with unit amplitude.
The mth MEG detector output is denoted by lmq, (m =

1, 2, · · · ,M) and the MEG vector by lq = [l1q l2q · · · lMq]T.
The voxel-wise leadfield will be then

Lp =
[
l3p−2 l3p−1 l3p

]
. (1)

Let s[n] = [sT
1 [n] sT

2 [n] · · · sT
P[n]]T be activated at arbitrary

amplitude, then the MEG detector output is

x [n] = [L1 L2 · · ·LP] s [n]
= Ls [n] . (2)

Orthonormalization of the leadfield Lp of (1) is performed
using the singular value decomposition:

Lp = UpΛpVT
p , (3)

where the diagonal terms of the first three columns of
Λp, {λp,1, λp,2, λp,3}, or the singular values, are placed in
descending order. Both Up and Vp are orthogonal matrices,
so that the columns of Up and Vp corresponding to the non-
zero singular values are used for the orthonormal leadfields
L′p and the orthonormal orientation vectors of the current
dipoles Φp as

L′p =
[
Up,·1 Up,·2 Up,·3

]
, (4)

Φp =
[
Vp,·1 Vp,·2 Vp,·3

]
, (5)

respectively. Although the number of the orthonormal lead-
fields as well as of the orientation vectors in each voxel is
represented as three here, they are not always so depending
on the forward model. For instance, the number of the or-
thonormal leadfields will be two if the homogeneous sphere
model is employed [15]. Moreover, the numbers of the
orthonormal leadfields can be determined separately for each
voxel depending on the condition number: λp,1/λp,3. If the
condition number of Lp is greater than the user-determined
thresholding value, the number of the orthonormal leadfields
in pth voxel should be reduced accordingly. However, the
number of three is used in this section for the sake of
simplicity. Let s′p[n] be new pth current dipole activity.
Note that the activation of s′3p−a[·], (a = 0, 1, 2) having unit
amplitude produces not l′p,3−a[·] but λp,3−al′p,3−a[·]. Now, the
new MEG generation model is

x [n] =
[
L′1Λ

′
1 L′2Λ

′
2 · · · L′PΛ

′
P
]
s′ [n]

= L′Λ′s′ [n] , (6)

where

s′ [n] =
[
s′T1 [n] s′T2 [n] · · · s′TP [n]

]T
,

s′p [n] =
[
s′3p−2 [n] s′3p−1 [n] s′3p [n]

]T
,

L′ =
[
L′1 L′2 · · · L′P

]
,

Λ′p = diag
[
λp,1 λp,2 λp,3

]
,

Λ′ = diag [Λ1 Λ2 · · · ΛP] .

We call L′ and Λ′ in (6) based on Φps of (5) the voxel-wise
orthonormal leadfield (VWOL).

B. Minimum Leadfield-Variance Beamformer (MLVB)

First assume a little strange signal source activity as

s′3p−a [n] =
{

1, n = 3p − a
0, otherwise , (7)

i.e. each current dipole is activated one by one with unit
amplitude. In the situation (7), there exists no correlation
among the signal source activities and moreover the co-
variance matrix of the signal source activity is the identity
matrix. Second, we have MEG activity:

x [n] = L′Λ′. (8)

Finally, let us now consider the optimization like MVB, the
beamformer weight vector w3p−a is determined as

wT
3p−a〈x [n] xT [n]〉w3p−a → min .

s.t. wT
3p−aL′p,·(3−a) = λp,3p−a

. (9)

According to eq. (8),

〈x [n] xT [n]〉 ∝ L′Λ′Λ′TL′T, (10)

where 〈·〉 denotes time average. Substituting eq. (10) to the
optimization (9), we obtain

w3p−a =
λp,3−a

[
L′Λ′Λ′TL′T + µMLVBI

]−1
L′p,·(3−a)

L′Tp,·(3−a)

[
L′Λ′Λ′TL′T + µMLVBI

]−1
L′p,·(3−a)

,

(11)

where I and µMLVB are the M×M identity matrix and a reg-
ularization coefficient, respectively. We call the inverse (11)
the minimum leadfield-variance beamformer (MLVB). Note
that MLVB can be also constructed with the conventional
leadfield matrix L in (2).

III. Simulation
A. Setup

The leadfield matrix L in (2) was first determined, where
a sphere having homogeneous conductivity was employed
for the brain model. The rough situation surrounding the
sphere, the head (gray curves), and the MEG detectors (black
filled circles) are shown in Fig. 1. The brain stem was
located around the center in the spherical model, and hence
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Fig. 1. Head model and sensor layout.

the volume current produced by the current dipoles in the
region was distributed almost symmetrically. The current
dipoles in the region thus generated very weak MEG field.
Therefore, in the discretization of the sphere, the brain stem
region was removed. As already mentioned, the number
of the orientation vectors of each voxel was two due the
characteristic of the sphere model. Consequently, the total
number of the current dipoles was 2P = 3792 with the voxel
separation of 1 cm. On the other hand, Sarvas equation [15]
was used for the actual calculation of L in (2). VWOL L′ and
Λ′ in (6) were then calculated. The thresholding condition
number of L′p of (5) was set to 100. The size of L′ was still
the same as that of L with this thresholding value.

B. Results and Discussions

Two current dipoles were located in the sphere shown
in the top part of Fig. 2. The bottom right subpart is the
guide for viewing positions corresponding to the other three
perspective iso-contour subparts. Note that each of these
three subparts is based on the greatest value of current dipole
powers through the perspective lines. The current dipole
power in each voxel was simply calculated as sT

2p−1s2p−1 +

sT
2ps2p. The current dipole powers were normalized such that

the number of iso-contours was always ten. The same kind of
presentation is used throughout this paper. The iso-contours
are overlapped due to the delta-like characteristic of the
current dipoles. The middle part shows the weighted mini-
mum L2 norm solution (WMN, ŝWMN =W−1LT[LW−1LT +

µWMNI]−1x,W = diag[|L1·| |L2·| · · · |L2P·|]). Comparing the
top and the middle parts, WMN solution is still biased
to near MEG detectors. The weight W seems to be not
sufficiently appropriate. On the other hand, the bottom part
shows MLVB with VWOL solution (MLVB, ŝMLVB) of
(11). No biased estimation can be observed in MLVB with
VWOL solution. MLVB with VWOL solution also provides

Top View Side View
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view of
each subplot

Actual Location

Top View Side View

Front View
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WMN

Top View Side View

Front View
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Fig. 2. Simulation results 1: Iso-contour parspective presentation.

shaper and smoother distribution than WMN solution. This
is mainly because the difference between weighting of WMN
and MLVB with VWOL; i.e. WMN is based on dipole-
wise weighting whereas MLVB with VWOL on voxel-wise.
MLVB also inherit a characteristic from MVB; i.e. MVB
derives relatively sharp solution.

The standardized low resolution brain electromagnetic
tomography (sLORETA) is another voxel-wise weighting
method based on the minimum L2 norm solution [10]. The
outline of sLORETA is as follows. The minimum L2 norm
solution is denoted as ŝMN(= ŝWMN|W=I) and its resolution
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Fig. 3. Simulation results 2: Vector arrow map presentation..

matrix as R = LT[LLT + µMNI]−1L. sLORETA solution
is then expressed as ŝsLORETA = R′p

−1/2ŝMN,p, where R′p is
the pth diagonal block of R. sLORETA solution was quite
similar to MLVB with VWOL solution, and hence these
solutions were difficult to be distinguished each other using
the iso-contour perspective presentation. Therefore, vector
arrow map presentation was used instead as shown in Fig.
3. x, y, and z directions are the same as shown in Fig. 1.
Only vector arrows whose absolute amplitudes are ranked in
higher sixty percent are displayed. The spread of the vector
arrows of MLVB with VWOL solution is slightly sharper
than that of sLORETA solution. This is probably because
the characteristic of MLVB inherited from MVB.

By the way, no vector arrows are observed around brain
center. Thus, in MLVB with VWOL solution in the left top
subpart of the bottom part of Fig. 2, the concentric circle
around the center is not extreme but only iso-contours bound
for zero. On that point, WMN solution has either no extreme
in the center.

IV. Conclusion

We proposed the newly developed MEG signal source esti-
mation method, MLVB with VWOL. This method consists of
two techniques: VWOL) the leadfields are reconstructed for
orthonormalization both in signal source space and in MEG
data space; and MLVB) MVB is modified with the forward
model based covariance matrix. VWOL is solely useful and

can be utilized with other biomagnetic inverse techniques
with leadfield. The voxel-wise orthonormal characteristic of
VWOL is appropriate for presenting the estimation results
using voxel-wise power iso-contours and voxel-wise vector
arrow maps as used in this paper. The MLVB succeeds the
characteristic of MVB, and thereby its solution has relatively
sharp distribution. The combination of these two techniques,
MLVB with VOWL, provides signal source estimation sim-
ilar to sLORETA estimation. The resolution of MLVB with
VOWL solution is apt to be slightly higher than that of
sLORETA solution.
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